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By Emma Welsh
The days of men carrying mail
by horseback across the country is
archaic to modern society. To say
that communication has picked up
the pace would be a colossal understatement. What once might have
taken ten days now hardly takes
more than a second. And while the
days of the pony express have long
since expired, the postal service
remains in existence. However, with
evolving technology and a rising
debt, the U.S. Postal Service is at
risk.
With the Internet literally at everyone’s fingertips, the postal service
seems superfluous. College applications, bills, and purchases of any
sort can all be accessed online,
knocking out many of the major
aspects the postal system was used
for. In addition, keeping up with
friends and relatives is now so easy
that the need to send letters has
essentially evaporated.
Most people prefer the speedy
culture they have grown up in, accustomed to a life of online video
chatting and text messaging. Everything is instant, news traveling faster
than ever. With all of this connection, it becomes harder and harder
for younger generations to grasp a
world in which things are not instant.
“Texting is the best,” freshman
Tanner Terry said. “It’s fast and
easy.”
However, there still remain the

few old souls who enjoy the
craft of sitting down and
writing a letter to someone.
“I love sending and receiving letters because it’s so
personal and I can keep my
letters and go back and read them
whenever I want,” senior Meagan
Barnett said.
Letters provide what a text message or a quick email cannot, bringing sentiment to things that would
ordinarily be viewed as dry and mediocre. They demonstrate time put
aside for the receiver, a feeling that
cannot be expressed in a swiftly
typed text message.
“Writing letters is much more
personal than electronic communication,” senior Tess Athey said.
“Letters and packages give the receiver something to physically hold
onto and keep forever.”
Yet even with a small portion of
people finding ways to use the
postal service, the fact still remains
that the postal service is in a fifteen
billion dollar debt, the aftermath of
overpaying into its pension plan and
mismanaging its money. Nearly
3,700 retail locations are considered
for closure, and because the postal
service is the seventh largest employer in the world, these cuts come
at a high price. Employees of said
locations are at risk of losing their
job and other companies who use
the mail for advertising may be
forced to use private companies
such as FedEx.
“Without the beneficial service of
the U.S. Postal Service, where will
baseline online shipping come
from?” senior Andrew Wells said.
“This is mainly an issue for the frugally minded, but regardless.”
Companies such as Aspen Marketing depend on the postal service
for survival and sending information
and advertisements through the
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mail to customers. Closure of the
postal service would not only make
business difficult, but possibly close
the business entirely. And while
magazines and newspapers may be
viewed virtually, by cutting the mail
system, businesses are cut from an
entire method of communication
and delivery.
Despite these concerns, many
people are rather indifferent about
the issue, further demonstrating

students with sports injuries has increased.
Dr. Jeffery Cantrell feels as if the
By Sarah Irons
approach to athletics in high school has
In the United States, thirty million chilchanged.
dren and teenagers participate in some
“Students now train and compete
form of organized sport. Each year, over
year round in their sport(s) and often3.5 million children are injured while practic- times seasons overlap. This can predising or competing in their sport. This statis- pose to overuse injuries.”
tic grows every year, especially with the
Some injuries are minor, but others
number of concussions. From 1997 to
can cause serious long-term damage.
2007, the number of hospital visits for con“The most common injury in general
cussions doubled among high school stuis a sprained ankle, and Argyle doesn’t
dents.
differ,” said Allred. “The most common
“There is more awareness,” athletic
season ending injury is a torn ACL, and
trainer Duane Allred said . “People have
this season Argyle has had two.”
been more educated on head injuries so
Although some
there is an increase in reported and treated injuries just can’t be
concussions.”
avoided, athletes
Although sports haven’t changed dracan take steps to
matically in how they have been played
strengthen their bodover the years, the number of high school
ies to prevent an
injury.
“The best
preventative
measure for
athletic injuries
is proper conditioning, running, lifting, and
stretching,” Allred said.
Dr. Cantrell
agreed with
this, and added
a few prevenMatt Ryon (17) gets his leg looked at by athletic
tion methods of
trainer Coach Allred during the Whitesboro game on
his own, includ-

how excessive the postal service
has grown to be.
“I honestly don’t care if it
closes,” sophomore Reagan Page
said when questioned about how
the postal service closing might
affect him.
In spite of the fading use of what
once was an everyday activity, the
postal service may still survive, the
joy of receiving something in the
mail keeping the system alive.
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Sports trainers back row: Darby Cone(9), Maggie
Boyd(11), Rebecca Roberts(12) Front row:
Mackenzie Farris(11), Clarke Overlander(12),
Reagan Jefferies(12)
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ing proper nutrition, adequate rest and recovery
periods, as well as wearing
appropriate protective gear.
With fall sports approaching
the playoffs, it is essential
for student athletes to avoid
injuries and be aware of the
proper safety procedures
when it comes to their
sport.
Statistics from SportsSafety.Org

Senior KK Short and Ty Luce
show their matching boots
after both were injured. Luce
was injured during the football
game Oct. 14 and Short during
basketball practice on Oct 18.
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